A snow ___ is a pile of snow on the side of the road
A snow ___ clears the road of snow and ice for safe driving
Make a snow ___ by laying down and spreading your arms and legs
Alaskan king are preferred over snow ___ in restaurants
If you have a snowball __ don't used rocks
To walk on top of deep snow strap on some snow__
A snow ___ uses rotating blades to move snow out of the way
A snow fort can also be called a snow ___ if you build it big enough
Snow__ can reach the eaves of homes if the wind is high enough
It is said the no two snow___ are alike
There are five players plus a goalie on the ice for an ice ___ team
Snow ___ is a band from Northern Ireland and Scotland
Before leaving the house, clear off the driveway using a snow ___
Make sure the lake is sufficiently frozen if you go ice ___
___ hang from rooftops and can be dangerous if they fall
The snow ___ is a cat native to Central Asia or a Mac operating system
Some kids wear their ___ inside-out in hopes of getting a snow day
Brian Boitano and Oksana Baiul are well known ice ___
Frosty was a ___
____ is hard to see and is dangerous to drive on
Shaun White and Terje Haakonsen are famous snow___
___ can be measured in inches, feet or centimeters
Kids can wear a ___ to keep warm when playing in the snow
At weddings an ice ___ can be the centerpiece
A blizzard is a severe ___ with high winds
____ was friends with seven dwarves
Wear a helmet if you go riding on a ___
You can ice climb up frozen ___
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